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What is SWaP 

SWaP equates to: Size, Weight, and Power, and is a 
major driving force behind the development of modern 
electrical and computer equipment. Whether the com-
puting device is physically worn by the soldier or simply 
mounted in a vehicle/UAV, the physical size, weight and 
power of the device are critical for determining its effec-
tiveness for the warfighters in harm’s way. Plain and 
simple; yesterday’s technology, although proven is just 
that…Yesterday’s technology. Fast forward to today, and 
size reduction has clearly become a major point of em-
phasis. With reduced processor and memory sizes, sol-
diers are now carrying more computer processing pow-
er on their bodies than what would’ve once powered an 
entire building.  In fact, today’s digital designs require less 
voltage and current, thus enabling the use of smaller 
wires and therefore smaller connectors.  The end result 
is a smaller, lighter, and more functional piece of equip-
ment.  The toughest part for a designer however, is how 
do we get here? 

 

Modern Day Design Challenges 

Like many modern day design challenges, the idea of 
SWaP is often easier said than done, as miniaturization 
itself is not a substitute for larger, ruggedized connector 
designs of old.  Instead, these new miniature connector 
offerings must be even more rugged than their predeces-
sors, as connectors in general are quickly becoming the 
limiting factor in SWaP driven applications. That being 
said, one big advantage of smaller connectors is 
“Smaller Mass”, a characteristic that each Omnetics 
connector shares.  While this is not connector specific, 
but rather components of all sizes are constantly being 
assessed within Mil/Aero applications amongst others, in 
an effort to scale down from larger design templates and 
embrace today’s emphasis on miniaturization.   

 

Device portability, overall flexibility, and the pursuit of 
design perfection as it relates to both size and weight 
continues to plague todays modern day design engineers. 
Throughout this evolution of miniaturization, connectors 
have always found themselves on the front line.  Designers 
continue to find themselves in a tough position, choosing 
between size and weight, but what if you could have the 
best of both worlds?   

 

Omnetics Hybrid Family 

Introducing Omnetics Hybrid connectors.  Omnetics 
Connector Corporation offers a wide range of hybrid 
connector options that allow designers the ability to 
transmit data, signals, and power easily and all in a single 
connector footprint, thereby saving space and time with-
out having to sacrifice previous power requirements. 
Omnetics’ Hybrid connector family is an ideal solution for 
designers looking to upgrade as it relates to not only the 
size, but the overall performance of their miniature rugged 
devices. This gives designers themselves (and not the 
vendor) the ability to determine the amount of signal and 
power connections that best serves their particular appli-
cation. 
 

- Continued on Page 2 - 

Nano‐D | 3 Amp/1 Amp 



1 AMP 1 AMP ‐‐  SIGNAL CONTACTS:SIGNAL CONTACTS:  

Dielectric Withstand Voltage: 250 VAC RMS @sea level 

Contact Resistance: 71 milliohms (71mV) Max @1 AMP 

Current Ra ng: 1 AMP per contact 

Ma ng/Un‐ma ng Force: 7 oz. max per contact 

 

3 AMP 3 AMP ‐‐  SIGNAL CONTACTS:SIGNAL CONTACTS:  

Dielectric Withstand Voltage: 600 VAC RMS @sea level 

Contact Resistance: 26 milliohms (65 mV) Max @2.5 AMPS 

Current Ra ng: 3 AMPS per contact 

Ma ng/Un‐ma ng Force: 10 oz. max per contact 

 

5 AMP 5 AMP ‐‐  POWER CONTACTS:POWER CONTACTS:  

Dielectric Withstand Voltage: 750 VAC RMS @sea level 

Contact Resistance: 15 milliohms (73 mV drop) Max @5 AMPS 

Current Ra ng: 5 Amps per contact   

Ma ng/Un‐ma ng Force: 16/10 oz. max per contact  

 
10 AMP 10 AMP ‐‐  POWER CONTACTS:POWER CONTACTS:  

Dielectric Withstand Voltage: 1000 VAC RMS @sea level 

Contact Resistance: 7 milliohms (55 mV drop) Max @7.5 AMPS 

Current Ra ng: 10 Amps per contact (Up to 85°C or intermi ent) 

Ma ng/Un‐ma ng Force: 16/10 oz. max per contact  

(Sample configurations are shown below) 

CONTACT OPTIONS D-Shaped Rectangular Options: 
In an effort to give our customers more design flexibility, the individual number of power and 
signal contacts may be custom configured on an application-to-application basis, providing our 
customers with the greatest flexibility in terms of circuit design while maintaining a Micro D 
form factor. This design allows the end solution to be kept to the absolute minimum footprint, 
ensuring miniaturization, and maintaining the ultra-rugged characteristics the Micro-D is known 
for. The hybrid design itself eliminates the need to have both D-Sub type or other higher power 
connectors next to the Micro-D, making it easier for the end users who now only need to mate 
a single connector instead of multiple connector types.  

  

Omnetics Power/Micro-D Hybrid offers power contacts suitable to handle 20-24 AWG wire 
and up to 10 Amps per contact. Meanwhile, the signal contacts are the same high quality Mil-
Spec contacts used within Omnetics’ QPL Micro-D (MIL-DTL-83513) line. These contacts are 
rated at 3 amps per contact, and can withstand over 2,000 mating cycles. These hybrid connect-
ors are available in wired or thru hole PCB mount termination types. The wired power contact 
is an insertable/removable type contact which can be optionally supplied for customer termina-
tion. 

  

Omnetics Hybrid Power Micro-D’s can be packaged in one of two options.  The first is, Om-
netics’ conventional screw together type Micro-D shell commonly referred to within the MIL-
DTL-83513 standard.  The second, option allows users to take advantage of Omnetics quick 
latching Micro-D form factor. These latches require no tools and offer great ease in handling. 

 

Circular Options: 

Omnetics has laid out four standard design templates, ranging in size from 0.27” (6.858mm) O.D 
to 0.445” (11.303mm) O.D. The smallest option (seen 
below) allows for (2) 10 amp power contacts, and (5) 3 
Amp signal lines all within the same O.D. as our popu-
lar 12-pin Micro Circular connector. (shown to the right 
for comparison).    

 

Omnetics hybrid circular series are an ideal interconnect solution for designers needing to ad-
here to and pass stringent power and signal requirements in some of the tightest spaces one can 
design around. This new connector offering is currently being used in and out of a number of 
markets from the battlefields to commercial food trucks. This product is also suitable for robot-
ics, portable communication systems, machine tool and any other application that requires a 
compact, rugged connector.  



As newer products continue to require circuit miniaturization, each also de-
mands smaller and smaller cable and connector solutions to continue the ro-
bust performance that’s expected from these high reliability applications.  

Omnetics Connector Corporation uses the same key elements from their 
Nano-D (MIL-DTL-32139) product to ensure these new Nano-miniature circu-
lars are able to meet and exceed these very same environmental conditions, as 
well as offer IP68 sealing capabilities. At .025” pitch, these are the smallest Mil-
Spec approved circular connectors on the market. Compared to larger circular 
configurations, Omnetics has reduced the overall size and weight by as much as 
3x compared to standard .050” pitch circular connectors.  

Within this new product family, Omnetics now has six distinct, yet similar 
groups of connectors ranging in contact layouts from 1 to 39 pins/sockets, with  
standard shell sizes of: 6, 11, 16, 28 and 39.  

 

 

http://www.omnetics.com/products/circular-nano_plastic/            

The Standard Series like all 5 versions utilizes Omnetics' rugged and reliable 
flex-pin contact system. These extremely small outer diameters range in size 
from .122” (3.1 mm) to .305" (7.8 mm).  With the ability to withstand high 
shock and vibration while maintaining their electrical integrity, these connect-
ors are ideal for the most demanding applications with an emphasis on “inside-
the box”.  Low-profile clips (LockMate™) are available to secure the mated 
assembly without the need of a latching feature. 

 

 

http://www.omnetics.com/products/circular-nano_metal/  

Omnetics’ Nano series of circular connectors are also available in threaded 
metal housings, giving them a positive lock and environmental seal. These con-
nectors can be configured with different levels of waterproof sealing up to IP-
68. A variety of shell materials and finishes are available including nickel or 
black chrome plated brass. Stainless options are also available. Panel mount 
options (Front, Rear and Protruding) are also available. 

 

 

http://www.omnetics.com/products/circular-nano_breakaway/   

Omnetics’ Nano series of circular connectors are also designed in a breakaway 
configuration. Manufactured with a retention spring, these connectors are 
engineered to release or “break-away” at a pre-determined force of roughly 4 
lbs. (Each contact adds an additional 2.5 oz. ea.). This product is also available 
sealed up to IP68 and includes (3) standard panel mount options (Front, Rear 
and Protruding). 

Plastic Series 
(NCP/NCS - .025”) 

Threaded Series 
(MNCP/MNCS - .025”) 

Breakaway Series 
(BANP/BANS - .025”) 

Twist-Lock Series 
(TNCP/TNCS - .025”) 

SureCon Plastic IP68 
(ONCP/ONCS - .025”) 

IP68 Overmolded Metal 
(ONCP/ONCS - .025”) 

 

 

http://www.omnetics.com/products/circular-nano_twistlock/   

Similar to the Breakaway (BANP/BANS) Series, Omnetics’ Twist Lock series 
too features miniatures quick connect/disconnect characteristics. Omnetics’ 
“Twist Lock” Nano circular features two bayonet lugs on the male housing, 
enabling mating and de-mating with a simple quarter turn of the female cou-
pling nut. This line is also available sealed up to IP68 with panel mount options 
(Front, Rear and Protruding) also available. 

 
 

 

http://www.omnetics.com/uploads/Documents/NanoCircularBreakOut.pdf  

Omnetics’ SureCon Series is a waterproof (IP68) option in a Nano footprint. 
Three similar versions are available, all sharing the above characteristics, with 
one exception. Each SureCon 360° version will use a market-specific cable 
and plastic overmold with characteristics known to be vital for usage within 
that particular field (Standard usage, Medical and Mil/Aero). The SureCon 
family of plastic housings represent a 2/3 mass savings over the standard metal 
housing versions available. 

 
All 5 configurations include gold plated contacts which are inserted and polar-
ized by a “pie-shaped” cut-out within the Liquid Crystal Polymer or Polyphe-
nylene Sulfide insulator making these connectors capable of over 2,000 mating 
cycles. Current applications include helmet electronics, surveillance equip-
ment, miniature robotic systems, and portable communication systems 
amongst others.  Omnetics Nano 360™ line offers a number of standard 
designs and locking methods with pin counts from 1 to 39 positions.  Thread-
ed couplings, metal and plastic breakaway shells and twist-lock housings are 
available for both inline as well as panel mount interconnections.  Standard 
products come pre-wired with 18” of 32 AWG Teflon insulated copper wire 
that handles one ampere of current per contact.  
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High-Speed Digital Connector Design  

PART XIII – DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR ETHERNET 

 

 This installment is a continuation of our series on connector design for specific standards. In this installment, the focus will be designing for Ethernet. 

 

SIGNAL SPECIFICATIONS 

The two most common Ethernet specifications today are Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) and 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet (10GbE), which transmit signals at 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps, respectively.  However, these 
rates can be misleading because they do not directly relate to the required bandwidth of a cable/
connector assembly.  The reasons for this are twofold: (1) Ethernet signals are most often transmit-
ted over four pairs, while connector specifications are typically provided per pair; (2) Ethernet im-
plements a signaling scheme called Pulse-Amplitude-Modulation (or PAM) signaling, which allows 
more data to be transferred through a lower bandwidth connection. 

 

WHAT IS PAM SIGNALING? 

PAM signaling transmits more than the standard two values per cycle in order to 
pass increasingly large amounts of data. Figure 1 shows eye diagrams for three 
different types of signaling: (1a) traditional binary signaling; (1b) PAM-5 signaling 
used in Gigabit Ethernet and that allows for five different voltage levels; (1c) PAM
-16 signaling used in 10 Gigabit Ethernet that can transmit 16 different voltage 
levels.  

 

CABLES 

There are two primary types of cables that are used for Ethernet: Cat 5e and Cat 6a.  Cat 5e is typically used for Gigabit Ethernet, while Cat 6a is typically used 
for 10 Gigabit Ethernet (though it is reverse-compatible and can also be used for GigE). The primary difference between the two is that Cat 6a provides reduced 
crosstalk, typically through tighter twisting, individually shielding each pair, and/or the use of a spline inside the cable to isolate each signal pair. 

 

APPLYING THE SPECIFICATIONS TO CABLE AND CONNECTOR DESIGNS 

Simulation and measurement are used to optimize the connectors pinouts based on the impedance and loss requirements. Though we recommend double-
spacing the pins to meet the impedance for some connectors, single-spacing is sufficient for Ethernet.  This is because the impedance requirements are not as 
stringent and performance requirements can be met without the need to double space. The length requirement of 100-meters provides us with some flexibility 
when it comes to the cable.  Since the vast majority of assemblies are significantly less than 100-meters in length, we can typically tolerate the added loss that may 
come from a smaller gauge wire. Based on this, wires anywhere from 26 AWG to 32 AWG are used for Ethernet assemblies. 

ETHERNET SOLUTIONS  

Omnetics offers multiple solutions for Ethernet, offering a solution from all of our 
major product families. Figure 2a shows solutions in the Micro families, while 
Figure 2b shows solutions in our Nano families.  
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ABOUT	OMNETICS	

Omnetics was founded in 1984 to deliver rugged, reliable interconnect solutions for the most de-
manding industries. The company has a fully integrated design and manufacturing plant in  Minneapolis, 
Minnesota USA, where it produces Micro and Nano miniature interconnect products, featuring 
COTS, Standards and Custom connectors for industries such as Medical, Military, Aerospace, Defense 
and other technology oriented OEMs. 

FIRST EVER MIL-QUALITY LATCHING NANO-D 

Omnetics’ new Latching Nano-D connectors use a squeeze-latch system that offers significant ad-
vantages in making quick cable connections to mating connectors and panel equipment. In addition 
to being very small and lightweight, the new latching connectors, available in .025” spacing have 
passed extensive shock and vibration testing, including pull testing that exceed 50-pound pull force. 
The new push-and-latch design significantly reduces the time and effort required to plug and un-
plug a Nano-D connector into a circuit. Omnetics’ new latching Nano-D eliminates the use of 
screwdrivers and hand tools and says goodbye to over-torqued jackscrews for good.  

Applications served include: Portable electronic modules and instrumentation used in a wide 
range of rugged applications. Unmanned vehicles, optical surveillance, and flight deck test equip-
ment require quick connect and disconnect methods not readily available before in a rectangular-
shaped connection system. Medical devices, such as surgery tools, ultrasound monitors, and imaging scopes require frequent connection and removal from 
instrument panels. Panel-mounted versions offer options for connecting front panels to inside instrumentation, including P.C. board lead frames and direct 
wiring. These highly rugged connectors are compactly designed and built with aluminum shells plated with nickel (Other materials are available). Contact 
counts range from 9 to 85 positions can be configured with discrete wires, overmolded cable, panel mount housings, and PCB mounted versions. 
 
Design and layout details can be seen at http://www.omnetics.com/products/bilobe-latches.  

DID	YOU	KNOW? 

Soldiers and Marines abroad routinely carry between 
60 and 100 pounds of gear.  This back breaking chore 
includes body armor, weapons, batteries and more.  

Connect with us on: 

ON	THE	ROAD	WITH	OMNETICS	
May 3 - 4:   Security & Counter Terror Expo - London, UK 

May 3 - 4:  Del Mar Electronics - San Diego, CA  (*) 

May 8 - 11:  Xponential 2017 - Dallas, TX. 

May 15 - 18:  SOFIC - Tampa, FL  

May 31 - Jun. 1:  CANSEC - Ottawa, Canada 

August 5 - 10:  Small Satellite Conference - Ogden, UT 

November 12 - 15: Neuroscience 2017—Washington, D.C. 

 

(*) :  Ryan Satrom (Omnetics EE) will be presenting “High-Speed Connector Design” on May 3rd, at 4:00pm PT at Skybox in “Native Diver – East” Room  

(*) :  Omnetics will be represented by our San Diego group (Falcon Sales). 


